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NEW COLLECTION 2013 > WOOD



4 5

€

THOR
Thor structure + Black metal_303 7113201 1,890.00

Thor structure + Silver metal_313 7113202 1,890.00

4 5

WOOD > STOVES
DESCRIPTION/CODE

PRODUCT TYPE:
Wood burning sealed stove with natural convection Patented primary/
secondary air combustion control system with push/pull system. Smoke 
outlet, including rear. Automatic door closing.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Alutec®: firebox
Cast iron: door, fire plane, top

CLADDING

kW 7 81 % Ø cm 15 51.6 x 40.3 x 103 cmkg 120

NEW COLLECTION 2013 > PELLET



6 7

CAP Natural

CLADDING

€DESCRIPTION/CODE

PELLET > STOVES

PE
LL

ET

Structure + Black metal_303 7113011 2,550.00

Structure + Black/Bronze metal_305 7113012 2,550.00

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
MAX remote control

DEDICATED ACCESSORIES

TRAY Natural

kW 8 92 % Ø cm 8 55.5 x 52.9 x 105 cmkg 135

PRODUCT TYPE:
Wide-flame pellet stoves for the production of hot air with natural 
convection, with air outlet from upper top. The stove is silent thanks to 
new STILL technology. 
New Active Plus system compatible with Web, WI-FI interface for 
smartphone and tablet; set-up for home automation connection.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Metal: painted metal cladding
Cast iron: brazier
Aluminium: top
Alutec®: firebox

CLADDING

€DESCRIPTION/CODE

PELLET > STOVES

Structure + Black metal_303 7113009 2,390.00

Structure + Bronze metal_305 7113010 2,390.00

4013002 230.00

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
MAX remote control

DEDICATED ACCESSORIES
Modem
Modem for Active+. This allows a remote 
connection to be set up with a UMTS cellular.

kW 8 92 % Ø cm 8 55.5 x 52.9 x 105 cmkg 135

PRODUCT TYPE:
Wide-flame pellet stoves for the production of hot air with natural 
convection, with air outlet from upper top. The stove is silent thanks to 
new STILL technology. 
New Active Plus system compatible with Web, WI-FI interface for 
smartphone and tablet; set-up for home automation connection.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Metal: painted metal cladding
Cast iron: brazier
Aluminium: top
Alutec®: firebox

CUTE Air

CLADDING
Structure + Black metal_303 7113006 2,190.00

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
MAX remote control

DEDICATED ACCESSORIES

kW 8 92 % Ø cm 10 60 x 55.6 x 80 cmkg 125

PRODUCT TYPE:
Pellet stove for the production of hot air with forced convection at a 
lower height (80 cm) and top smoke exhaust: it can be easily installed 
in homes with a pre-existing flue. 
New Active Plus system compatible with Web, WI-FI interface for 
smartphone and tablet; set-up for home automation connection.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Metal: painted metal cladding
Cast iron: brazier, door
Alutec®: firebox

4013003Web - WI-FI interface
For smartphones and tablets.

4013004WIRING
For external connections and home automa-
tion systems.

310.00

50.00

4013002 230.00Modem
Modem for Active+. This allows a remote 
connection to be set up with a UMTS cellular.

4013003Web - WI-FI interface
For smartphones and tablets.

4013004WIRING
For external connections and home automa-
tion systems.

310.00

50.00

4013002 230.00Modem
Modem for Active+. This allows a remote 
connection to be set up with a UMTS cellular.

4013003Web - WI-FI interface
For smartphone and tablet.

4013004WIRING
For external connections and home automa-
tion systems.

310.00

50.00

40A11005
40A11006
40A11007
40A11003
40A11004
40A12018
40A12019
40A12020
40A12021
40A12022

Straight pellet pipe L 25 cm
Straight pellet pipe L 50 cm
Straight pellet pipe L 100 cm
90° bend
"T"joint
45° bend
90° bend that is easy to inspect
Pipe clamp
Rose
Silicone gasket - Pack of 5 pieces

Pipes and accessories for 
connection
Ø 10 cm

22.00
26.00
33.00
40.00
51.00
33.00
41.00
16.00
11.00
13.00
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PELLET > STOVES
DESCRIPTION/CODE €

PELLET > STOVES
DESCRIPTION/CODE

THEMA Air

kW 8 92 % Ø cm 10 60 x 55.6 x 80 cmkg 125

PRODUCT TYPE:
Pellet stove for the production of hot air with forced convection at a 
lower height (80 cm) and top smoke exhaust: it can be easily installed 
in homes with a pre-existing flue. 
New Active Plus system compatible with Web, WI-FI interface for 
smartphone and tablet; set-up for home automation connection.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Metal: painted metal cladding
Ceramic/Serpentine: front grille
Cast iron: brazier, door
Alutec®: firebox

7113013 2,225.00

White ceramic_102 6913006 125.00

Black ceramic_107 6913007 125.00

Air

CLADDING

STRUCTURE

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
MAX remote control

Serpentino_240 6913008 0.00

DUO Hydro-Air

7113015 3,610.00

STRUCTURE
STRUCTURE

DEDICATED ACCESSORIES

6913009 460.00White ceramic_102

6913011 460.00

6913010 460.00

Bordeaux ceramic_105

Black ceramic_107

CLADDING

kW 22.3 93% Ø cm 8 57.5 x 56 x 122.5 cmkg 195

kW 18

PRODUCT TYPE:
HYDRO-AIR pellet stove for the production of forced hot air (full power 
control) and hot water for heating. New Active Plus system compatible 
with Web, WI-FI interface for smartphone and tablet; set-up for home 
automation connection.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Cast iron: brazier, door, front diffuser
Ceramic: sides, top, front panel

FLUX Hydro
7113007 2,900.00

STRUCTURE
STRUCTURE

DEDICATED ACCESSORIES

6913001 540.00White metal_302

6913003 540.00

6913002 540.00

Bordeaux metal_304

Black metal_303

CLADDING

kW 15.4 92% Ø cm 8 98.9 x 27.9 x 111.9 cmkg 190

kW 13

PRODUCT TYPE:
Pellet stove with reduced depth (27.9 cm) for the production of hot 
water for heating. 
New Active Plus system compatible with Web, WI-FI interface for 
smartphone and tablet; set-up for home automation connection.

MATERIALS:
Steel: structure
Painted metal: front cladding
Cast iron: brazier
Glass: door

4013002 230.00Modem
Modem for Active+. This allows a remote 
connection to be set up with a UMTS cellular.

4013003Web - WI-FI interface
For smartphones and tablets.

310.00

4013002 230.00Modem
Modem for Active+. This allows a remote 
connection to be set up with a UMTS cellular.

4013003Web - WI-FI interface
For smartphones and tablets.

310.00

DEDICATED ACCESSORIES
4013002 230.00Modem

Modem for Active+. This allows a remote 
connection to be set up with a UMTS cellular.

4013003Web - WI-FI interface
For smartphones and tablets.

4013004WIRING
For external connections and home automa-
tion systems.

310.00

50.00

See CUTE page 7Pipes and accessories for 
connection
Ø 10 cm

7113016 3,715.00Structure with high efficiency pump 7113014 3,005.00Structure with high efficiency pump



1 The prices are to be considered ex-works. 

2 The goods are shipped at the purchasers risk and hazard, even if shipped free at destination. 

3 The company reserves the right to make modifications to its models which it feels are necessary for functional or aesthetic 
reasons, even without advance notice. 

4 Differences in colours, shades and grains must be accepted in that marble and stone, being natural materials, may undergo 
substantial variations even within the same specimen of material. This non-continuity in shades and grains is not to be consi-
dered a defect; even the gluing of marble and putty are to be considered normal working and are universally accepted. In clad-
dings that call for solid wood beams, any fissures are not to be considered as manufacturing defects, but as normal settling 
of the wood. Ceramics may have indentations, speckling and shading. This particular characteristic of the material does not 
affect quality and is not to be considered a defect. 

5 Any claims concerning stains or breakage will be accepted only if they are detected upon receipt and duly noted on the ship-
ping documents. 

6 Reasons different from those set forth in point 5 will be considered only if they are communicated in writing no later than 
eight days from receipt of goods. 

7 Any material which is returned, only if in good condition and with the prior consent of MCZ GROUP S.p.A., will be accredited 
at 75% of the invoiced value.

8 The photographs of the claddings in the catalogue and the colours of the marble are purely indicative; claddings are provided 
up to the beam. 

9 Modifications to standard claddings must be accepted by the company after a cost estimate and will be possible only if a dra-
wing is presented. 

10 Payment must be made to our location by the agreed due date. Failure to meet said payments will cause accrued interest to 
be charged at the current rate, plus expenses. Material, including that on display, shall remain our property until full payment 
is made. 

11 In case of controversies, the Court of Pordenone shall have jurisdiction. 

12 The prices shown in the price list do not include VAT.

13 Effective 20/2/2013.

GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS


